
Refining & Evaluating

Baseline Assessment
What do you know?

Art Year 7 Learning Journey

Art allows people from different cultures and different times to communicate with each other via 
images, sounds and stories

“Art influences society by changing opinions, instilling values and translating experiences across 
space and time”

Formal Elements of Art

End of rotation 
Assessment

Building practical skills & 
techniques

Workshop based 
lessons

Art Terminology

Investigating Art history, looking at Organic Forms
through the use of observation & clay studies Creative lettering or Typography

Explore and experiment 
with line, tone, shape, 

texture, pattern & form.

Explore different materials 
& mark making 

Paint a colour wheel, refresh 
colour, mixing skills through 

colour theory studies

What are the formal elements of Art?
How do you create a collage and how does it help 

the artist?

Year

7

Analysing progress

Introduction unit:
Organic Forms

What is observational 
drawing?

What type of paint do we use 
for our colour wheel & how 

to we mix them?

What are the primary, secondary 
& tertiary colour?

Why to some colours make us 
feel happy?

Annotate and compare 
final design

Artists studies: Investigate & 
respond to an artist

Reading Observing Speaking and Listening Writing

Explore and experiment with 
ceramics by designing & create 

an organic clay pot



Artists studies: Investigate & 
respond to an artist

Baseline Assessment
What do you know?

Formal Elements of Art

End of rotation 
Assessment

Building practical skills & 
techniques

Workshop based 
lessons

Art Terminology
Looking at creative 

storytelling to 
communicate ideas Explore materials in 

Relief printing form.

Develop observational 
drawing techniques, refresh 

tonal shading  skills through a 
variety of drawing studies

Year

8

Analysing progress

Theme:
Art that makes a 

Statement

What is observational 
drawing?

What is an secondary 
observational grid

drawing?

Evaluate by testing & 
refining.

What has learning about 
statement art taught you?

Reading Observing Speaking and Listening Writing

Refining & Evaluating

Investigating Art history, focusing on 
man-made materials and printmaking

What are the formal elements of Art?
How do you blend colours to create depth in your 

drawing?

What is relief printing?

Why do we use the negative & 

positive areas to create a contrast?
Explore and experiment with 

printing techniques by 
designing & create a print 
depicting a personal event 

Art Year 8 Learning Journey

Art allows people from different cultures and different times to communicate with each other via 
images, sounds and stories

“Art influences society by changing opinions, instilling values and translating experiences across 
space and time!”



Year

9

Art allows people from different cultures and different times to communicate with each other via images, 
sounds and stories

“Art influences society by changing opinions, instilling values and translating experiences across space and 
time”

Art Year 9 Learning Journey
Baseline Assessment
What do you know? Theme:

Portraiture in Art

Investigating Art history, focusing on Portraiture 
and self Portraits.

Formal Elements of Art

Building practical skills & techniques Workshop based 
lessonsYou need to be able to 

discuss, and take 
inspiration from the work 

of others.

Develop observational drawing 
techniques, refresh tonal shading  skills 

through drawing studies

Analysing progress

What is observational drawing?

What is a Self Portrait?

What tool could you use to help 
focus in on part of an image?

Artists studies: Investigate & respond 
to an artist

Refining & Evaluating

What are the formal elements of Art?
How do you use tonal shading to create depth in 

your drawing?

If a portrait was described as
semi abstract—what does it mean?

Art Terminology

Evaluate by testing & refining.
What has learning about Portraiture 

taught you?

Explore materials in 
2D & 3D form.

End of rotation 
Assessment

Reading Observing Speaking and Listening Writing

Explore and experiment with a variety 
of shading techniques to create a

realistic self portrait 



Project 1: African Art

Art allows people from different cultures and different times to communicate with each other 
via images, sounds and stories

“Art influences society by changing opinions, instilling values and translating experiences 
across space and time”

Art Year 10 Learning Journey

Experiment with 
mono printing

Present a personal response

Research primary and contextual sources

Can the body be a canvas?
What is the significance of body art 
within different African cultures?

Project 2: Surfaces

What is  the significance 
of masks in African Art 

and culture?
Using tools to convey 

tone, form and texture

Experiment with media, materials, techniques and processes
Experiment with weaving techniques used to develop Kente Cloth

Create a reduction print
Adinkra symbols used to communicate meaning

Key steps to 
creating a clay pot

Developing Artistic independence
Mark making techniques to 

document the surfaces
Differences between Actual, 
Physical and Visual Texture

Reading Observing Speaking and Listening Writing

Combine the formal elements to create  
successful final response

Manipulate clay to fulfill my design ideas

Year

10

Gallery Visit Respond to an artist in their 
style

Using  Art to comment of social 
and political Issues

Develop a critical understanding 
of an artist’s work

Develop and explore ideas

Analysing 
progress

Develop and explore ideas
Experiment with found materials and 

tools  to create new, interesting marks

Research primary and contextual sources
Karl Blossfeldt theme of surfaces in 

botanical photography
Combine different mediums and materials

Mock Exam SUMMER WORK
Coursework continues 

over the summer



Component 1 : Personal Portfolio 60%

Art allows people from different cultures and different times to communicate with each other 
via images, sounds and stories

“Art influences society by changing opinions, instilling values and translating experiences 
across space and time”

Art Year 11 Learning Journey

The ‘Exam Project’
Pre-release paper is made available by Edexcel from the beginning of January. 

You are expected to produce a body of practical and written work, independently, in response to 
the set theme

Experiment with media, materials, techniques and processes
Research primary and contextual sources

Develop and explore ideas

Project 2: Surfaces continued
Experiment with media, materials, techniques and processes; 

Research primary and contextual sources
Develop and explore ideas

Present a personal response

All work internally 
assessed by Art Teachers 

Raw marks released to 
students

GCSE Art Exam: 10 hours 

Deadline for your Surfaces Project.
You will spend 2 days (10 hours) in exam 

conditions completing your final piece 

Mock Exam: 10 hours 

Component 2 : Externally set Assignment 40%

A sample of work 
externally moderated 

by exam board

The 1st day of your Exam  is the final deadline for 
all of your GCSE  artwork. 

You will spend 2 days (10 hours) in exam conditions
completing the final piece for your Externally set 

assignment.

Reading Observing Speaking and Listening Writing

Year

11
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